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Web & UI/UX Designer 
Shindig - New York, NY

This position requires well-honed capabilities in strategy, UI/UX, and visual design, through
interfacing with development teams, to Q/A and delivery. Eligible candidates must have
experience designing websites, graphical user interfaces for mobile apps, and web
applications. Candidate will have a passion and detailed understanding for how interactive
experiences should look, feel and function in a digital environment. This role is responsible
for conception and visual style of interactive creative deliverables for innovative, online
digital media executions. Candidates will work with creative team to offer graphical support
to web-based applications including creating innovative, original artwork, conceive of and
execute high-end conceptual, design, identity, and brand marketing solutions across a range
of digital platforms. Strong concept and design skills coupled with technical dexterity and the
ability to adapt quickly to absorb new technologies is a must.

This individual should demonstrate a passion for and knowledge of design, technique,
practice and technology as well as possess a superior work ethic, computer knowledge and
experience. Should also be comfortable creating polished design work and presentations
under tight deadlines, be highly organized and possess the ability to handle multiple projects
simultaneously.

Desired Skills and Experience:

Passionate about all aspects of interactive design and a keen eye for details
Responsible for the content layout, pixel perfect visual appearance and usability design
Superior knowledge of current web-design trends and techniques (In-browser Design,
Responsive Design, Grid Systems, etc.)
Strong knowledge of HTML/CSS and Sass. Javascript knowledge is a plus
Adobe Creative Suite (advanced Photoshop and Illustrator skills are highly preferred)
Proficient with Final Cut Pro, Premiere Pro, Flash or After Effects
Experience with commercial site projects, displaying user-centered design
Strong sketching/ideation skills
Team player with strong leadership skills
Roll-up-your-sleeves and get it done mentality
Sharp-eye for concept and execution as well as production and business facets
Exceptional communication skills as well as people management skills

About the Company:

Shindig is a NYC based start up whose proprietary technology enables large scale video
chat events. On Shindig a speaker can address an audience of 1000's. They can share the
stage with select audience members so to take their questions face to face in front of the
entire gathering. All the while audience members are also free to discuss, engage and
otherwise share in their own private video chats. its the dynamics of physical events at
internet scale. Ideal for media events, online teaching, community building and all manner of
large scale online collaboration and engagement.

Early adopters who have already utilized Shindig for their own online events include The
Economist, TED, Bill Gates, Forbes, The Atlantic, The Street.com,LeanIn.org, Random
House, Simon & Schuster and a host of other prominent individuals and institutions.

Company founder and CEO Steve Gottlieb is a serial entrepreneur and longtime angel tech
investor. His past career highlights include founding and running one of the largest
independent music companies in the US with 30 Gold, Platinum, and Multi-platinum
releases to its credit.

The company has already closed $10 million in financing.
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